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FOREWORD

I am extremely happy to write this foreword for the book titled “NPA Legislations in India:
Law and Finance Series” edited by my colleague Dr. Hiteshkumar Thakkar. This is a
compilation of research work on the topic by many scholars to provide a comprehensive overview
of various NPA legislations and the interrelationship between them as interpreted by various
adjudicatory authorities.

Banks play a vital role in the working of the economy of the country. They ensure economic
stability and facilitate a sustainable growth of the economy. However, the sharp increase in the
NPAs in the recent times ail the banks and the banking system in general. Though there are
several NPA resolution tools in place, the economy is yet to see the desired results through these
resolution mechanisms created under many legislations.

There are multiple causes for the increase in NPAs. From overall slowdown in economic
activities to industry specific distress especially involving major industries such as Basic Metal
and Metal Products, Iron and Steel, Infrastructure, Textiles, Cement, etc. has largely been
contributing to the delinquent behaviour of such industries. Even sectors such as medium and
large industries, SME and Agriculture contributes significantly to this problem associated with
NPAs.

Over the years, the RBI has issued various guidelines aimed at the resolution of stressed
assets of banks, and in the recent revised framework, the RBI has come out with a strict deadline
of 180 days within which the resolution plan must be given effect to. The framework also creates
a mechanism for strict and close monitoring of even one-day defaults, so that the stress is
identified immediately and flagged for necessary action.

The authors have taken cognizance of the above problems and causes associated with NPAs
and significantly covered the role of three major legislations – the RDDBFI Act, 1993, the
SARFAESI Act, 2002 and the IBC, 2016, its success and failure in handling legal issues
involving NPAs. The analysis in this volume is not only confined to the three prominent
legislations mentioned above but also contains a comparative analysis of similar laws in different
jurisdictions outside India.

I sincerely appreciate the efforts put in by each and every contributor in analyzing the law
and presenting it in a lucid manner with the object of keeping the articulation of ideas simple and
comprehendible even to the common man.

I appreciate my colleague Dr. Hiteshkumar Thakkar for taking up this onerous responsibility
of editing the book and presenting it in the present form to every stakeholder who intends to learn
this subject.

My congratulations and best wishes to the Editor Dr. Hiteshkumar Thakkar and all other
contributors for bringing out a perfect primer for every reader who wish to understand the Indian
legal regime for tackling the Non-Performing Assets as well as the Debt Recovery Laws in the
country.

Professor (Dr.) S. Shanthakumar,
Director, Gujarat National Law University, Gandhinagar
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FOREWORD

A transparent and credible relationship between debtors and creditors is the hallmark of a
robust financial system, which is the lifeline of the economic system. Let us date back into history
and analyze why do we need any institution like Bank or any other similar financial institution?
As per “Law and Economics” perspective, banks emerged as intermediaries to resolve the
problem of “Double Trust Dilemma”. Banks channel the savings of one party to facilitate
investment by another. A saver never comes to know who exactly is debtor of his savings; it is the
bank who acts as an indemnifier for all his savings. Still the arrangement works well only because
savers/creditors trust the bank. There are genuine concerns that in the present scenario of ever-
increasing defaulters and NPAs, this trust between Banks and Depositors may weaken. Therefore,
there is a need for the laws and regulations to strengthen the trust and to ensure that there is robust
recovery mechanism for banks to recover dues from debtors.

Loan agreement is a form of contract between the bank/financial institution and loan taker
(Individual or Corporate). When debtors and creditors are in a repeated relationship or fear social
sanctions, both sides want to abide by terms and conditions of the loan agreement (contract). In
contrast, debt contracts signed by Banks and NBFCs lack force of social pressure or of mutual
interdependence between the borrower and the lender. So, there are real chances of breach of loan
agreement by debtors. This unanticipated breach of loan agreements leads to problem of NPAs.
The banks may follow moral persuasion mechanism through reminder and notice to recover their
dues. If it does not work, the bank needs to use appropriate recovery tools from DRT/DRAT
(Individual and Partnership Firm), NCLT/NCLAT (Corporate), the SARFAESI Act, 2002
(enforcement of security without any court intervention) and Lok Adalat (mediation). There are
valid concerns of adjournment and transaction costs involved in the legal process. Therefore, loan
agreements need to be drafted and interpreted in such a way that non-cooperative outcome can be
transformed into a cooperative and mutually beneficial outcomes.

For decades, there have been ample of debt recovery institutional machineries established in
India such as Recovery of Debts due to Banks and Financial Institutions Act, 1993 or the
Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest
(SARFAESI) Act, 2002. However, the problem of NPA still continued and in fact, mounted to an
unprecedented level despite such regulatory reforms. In this scenario, enactment of Insolvency
and Bankruptcy in 2016 became a landmark development. Coverage of the IBC is wide and
extensive including individuals, companies, limited liability partnership firms and other
partnership firms, and facilitates the winding up of business in a time-bound manner within a
prescribed time period.

This book is a must read to understand the Indian laws and regulations for tackling the ever-
increasing problem of Non-Performing Assets. All the chapters of the book have been authored
with a perspective of discussing and analyzing factors leading to NPAs and solutions thereof.

The book discusses three major legislations – the RDDBFI Act, 1993, the SARFAESI Act,
2002 and the IBC, 2016 and the role that each one of them has played in tackling NPAs in India.
The book further discusses and compares the legal regime in different countries for combating
this menace of NPAs. Also, in the current times of pandemic when the problem of NPA is
expected to rise even further, the book also discusses the possible solutions to effectively tackle
this problem in today’s financially stressed era.
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Thereafter, the book discusses each of the above-mentioned legislations in detail by bringing
out the issues and discussing the case laws pertaining to these legislations. Some chapters include
interesting case studies for explaining the problem of NPAs in a pragmatic manner and
elucidating the application of these laws in real life while others discuss the jurisdiction of various
adjudicatory authorities established and functioning under these legislations.

Some chapters provide an insight into the field by drawing a comparative analysis of laws in
different countries while others discuss the application of these laws across countries.

I strongly recommend this book to those wishing to develop a deeper understanding of laws
surrounding NPAs in India. The book covers a wide range of important and emerging issues
related to NPAs in India. The content of the book is very analytical and attempts to address
various issues related to the modern financial problem in a holistic manner.

Professor (Dr.) Ram Singh,
Delhi School of Economics
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PREFACE

“Law” is a fascinating term – though it is an inevitable part of our lives, yet it remains
undefined. Law is important because the existence of humans in a modern society cannot be
imagined without laws. Laws today guide almost every human action as well as relation. More
specifically, in the complex commercial transactions involving huge sums of money, the law
always has its part to play.

The subject matter of Economics is not concerned with money alone as is a general
misconception, rather money was introduced merely to facilitate exchange of goods and services.
Economics in human life ranges from sharing the hunt by members of the tribe to the barter
system of exchange, from goldsmith’s story to the modern banking system, from collecting
money in your piggy bank to investing your surplus in the financial market. The credit market is
the backbone of macro economy and it provides opportunities to start new economic activities.
Therefore, credit is an important source of income generating instruments for the financial
institutions. With the process of modernization, the economic transactions between humans went
on becoming more complex and therefore, law had to step in to manage those transactions and
provide assurance of fulfilment of contracts (i.e., periodical payment of loan instalment include
principal and interest). However, any breach of contracts or loan default will be addressed
through the existing legal remedies, the RDDBFI Act, 1993, the SARFAESI Act, 2002 and the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016, which offer loan default recovery mechanism. Therefore,
the timely recovery of debts is a necessary condition for a stable financial system.

The book deals with the legislative framework to tackle the problem of Non-Performing
Assets. The current Indian banking system is bearing the brunt of bad loans. It is an attempt at
understanding laws relating to NPAs in India, both from a general perspective and law and
economic perspective. The objective of this book is to consolidate all the legislations in this
regard at one place and act as a primer for the readers to understand these laws. The editors
appreciate the fact that considerable research has been done in this field but till date there is no
single source that can be relied upon to study and understand these legislations. This book would
act as a one-stop shop for the readers who wish to study the problem of NPAs, the legislations
brought about to combat the problem, the impact and the problems of the laws enacted in this
regard and an economic analysis of the same.

This book starts by giving an overview of NPA laws in India and then goes on to explain the
RDDBFI Act, 1993, the SARFAESI Act, 2002 and the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016,
their background, their impact, the judicial interpretations on these laws and the loopholes therein
which have to be filled. This book has tried to provide an all-round understanding of the problem
of NPAs, by first introducing the problem, both in Indian as well as in global perspectives and
thereafter including a case study of Indian banks to understand the problem practically. After
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explaining the problem properly, it moves on to explain the legislations relating to NPAs one by
one. Then the entire discussion is encapsulated by giving an interrelation of the NPA legislations
in India, explained therein with the help of case laws and an economic analysis of these laws. This
book is the result of persistent efforts of the GNLU NPA Legislation Research Group under the
aegis of GNLU Centre for Law and Economics. It showcases an in-depth research of the GNLU
student contributors and other contributors’ views in the area of ‘NPA Legislations in India’.

The views are expressed in the personal capacity of individual authors. The editors shall not
be held liable for any omission or commission of errors in terms of facts, figures and legal
propositions.

Dr. Hiteshkumar Thakkar
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INTRODUCTION
Dr. Hiteshkumar Thakkar, Prominder Goyat and Sarthak Makkar

The struggle that arises in an insolvency regime is multi-layered; there are usually two
conflicting interests, one concerning the creditor’s dues and the other concerning rehabilitation/
restructuring of the insolvent company. These two interests are overlaid by the economic interest
of the nation, which is of paramount consideration, and this can only be fulfilled if the interests of
all the parties are safeguarded. When a business entity turns insolvent, it becomes imperative to
make an endeavour to find out as to whether it can be revived, restructured or turned around,
making it viable again. Such an attempt is in larger public interest inasmuch as a solvent business
undertaking not only contributes to the economic growth of the nation, but it also sustains and
generates employment. On the other hand, the interest of the creditors in such a company is also
vital. A creditor would put his money at stake only if he is assured that he is likely to recover his
dues. If the creditor lacks this confidence, then the much-needed investment for companies and
businesses to grow would cease thereby resulting in the economy being in a state of standstill.
Challenge, therefore, is to balance both the interests, which in fact are not competing.

In India, as is prevalent in other countries, a large amount of investment is by financial
institutions which may be Indian or foreign, viz., Industrial Development Bank of India,
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India, Industrial Finance Corporation of India, etc.
These institutions, in turn, mobilise their resources from small investors. Therefore, the protection
of creditors’ rights in any system also becomes the sine qua non of a healthy economy. For this
reason, municipal laws in almost all countries provide the mechanism whereby creditors are able
to have recourse to law for recovery of their dues. In India, in the last few years, particularly after
liberalisation, there is a tilt to favour protection of creditors’ rights.

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016 in India with the mechanism in place for
the adjudication of disputes has a past, a present and a future. Past is referred to in the context of
the regime that prevailed before the Code, leading to the historical progression, the reasons, which
led to the establishment of NCLT/NCLAT and the Code as an apt replacement to the erstwhile
corporate resolution scheme and the motivation that led to the formulation of the Code and
composition of the tribunals. It is the grounds for its inception, the reasoning behind its
incorporation, and the drawbacks of the earlier structure, which, it hopes to evade, that is now
responsible for bringing about the expectation that we hope it is able to achieve in the future.

The commercial disputes in the past were ordinary and relatively simple, void of the nuances
that the current disputes deal with. Civil courts were usually capable of dealing with these matters
efficiently as they didn’t require the expertise of specialists. However, with the new world,
technological advancements and the convergence of laws, the business disputes in the country
saw a change. Insolvency laws came in place but were fragmented pieces of legislations. Personal
insolvency, which dealt with partnership firms and individuals, was regulated and governed by
the Provincial Insolvency Act of 1920 and the Companies Act of 1956 followed by the
Companies Act of 2013, governed the procedure of winding up of the company, which was a
result of the company’s insolvency. The Sick Industrial Companies Act (SICA) with the Board
for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR) at the helm handled the industrial sickness
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matters, which included reviving and rehabilitating potentially sick industries and liquidating non-
viable companies.

A number of tribunals were set up which aimed at resolving disputes arising out of company
law matters. While the intention was to divert a number of company law matters to tribunals for
speedy adjudication, the implementation fell short. The drawbacks that followed were
considerable, as the process was not only complicated but extremely time-consuming as it was
drawn out, entangled in the web of the legal procedures and was ineffective. The legal and
procedural framework relating to insolvency was spread across different legislations, which were
fragmented and disintegrated. Failure of SICA is well known. Keeping in view the aforesaid
considerations, the old and outdated Act of 1956 being a vintage piece of legislation was repealed
with the passing of the new Companies Act of 2013 and it also led to the constitution of the
NCLT which was formed, with the expectation that the issues that the system of the past dealt
with wouldn’t be repeated now. With the constitution of NCLT and NCLAT, Company Law
Board (‘CLB’), the Board of Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (‘BIFR’) and its appellate
authority were dissolved and their matters transferred to the new body.

Notwithstanding the enactment of the Companies Act, 2013, proper insolvency regime was
still lacking. It has now been accomplished by enacting the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code,
2016. This new insolvency process in India essentially embraces facets of rehabilitation, revival,
recovery and winding up. Therefore, the procedure is to be viewed in a holistic mode keeping all
these features in mind. Till last year, there was no separate unified Insolvency Code, which
covered all these aspects in one place. The unnecessary fragmentation and multiplicity of the
proceedings before various courts and tribunals in the same matter have now been curbed with
NCLT at the helm. Whether it is the shareholders being allowed to file class action suits, or
multiple benches of the tribunal, the NCLT has been constituted with certain expectations which
range from speedy disposal of the cases, to a unified and consolidated process, one where the
powers and jurisdiction of the High Court and Central Government have now been assigned to a
single authority, simplifying the dispute adjudication process as far as companies are concerned.

In light of the new Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, which has taken measures to safeguard
the rights of the creditors, the challenge before the NCLT and NCLAT would be to ensure a
balanced approach where the interests of the creditors are protected but at the same time attempt
is made to rehabilitate/restructure those insolvent companies which are capable of turning around.
The companies, which remain insolvent, result in blockage of sizable national resources, which
have a cascading effect on all sectors of the economic and social life of the nation. In addition to
this, it puts the creditors in a spot as it becomes difficult to recover their dues in such an
eventuality. While the creditors have rights as is enumerated in the new Code, which enables the
recovery of their dues, at the same time the insolvent company merits a chance to re-establish
itself as the future of such a company determines the lives of its employees, which in turn is a
matter of public interest. The ill-effects of insolvency in industrial companies in addition to the
loss of employment also result in loss of production and loss of revenue to the Central and State
Government’s locking up of investible funds. Hence, while NCLT has a duty to the rights of the
creditors, the Courts must present some degree of support to the insolvent company and facilitate
such a company to free itself of the burden for it to be able to restart with as much dignity as
possible. It is hoped that the new legislation is interpreted effectively by NCLT so that it is able to
achieve this equilibrium.
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An important feature of the Companies Act, 2013 needs a special mention and that is the
provision enabling NCLT to resort to mediation for settlement/resolution of the problems/
disputes. Where the parties are unable to reach a consensus despite their best efforts, mediation
may provide a viable route forward to a case-saving deal. Mediation is a preferable option in an
insolvency proceeding where for instance the dues have to be settled swiftly and where creditors,
with money lost, want to explore other alternatives or possibilities of achieving resolutions
efficiently with less financial burden. Mostly, all disputes in the realm of insolvency can be
considered suitable for exploring the possibility of resolution through mediation. Further,
bankruptcy and insolvency law works best and most efficiently when the restructuring is
consensual. In fact, in the domain of insolvency, the mediator is not a stranger. If we look at the
United States, Mediation in insolvency cases is very common and successful. Even the high-
profile Lehman Brothers liquidation involved mediation. The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code is
about four years old now and due to the influx of litigation under this Act, NCLT has been totally
activated, and so has NCLAT.

It is pertinent to understand the IBC not only in the backdrop of the insolvency and winding
up regime under the Companies Law but also in context of banking laws for debt recovery. The
RDDBFI Act provided for establishing DRTs and DRATs as specialised tribunals to look into
debt recovery in order to free the banking system from the clutches of the slow and tardy Civil
Courts. The Tribunals proved ineffective owing to the volume of litigation and fared no better
than their predecessor. As a result, the SARFAESI Act was enacted in 2002 whereby the Banks
themselves were given additional powers in order to enable them to recover the dues effectively
and efficaciously, and a mechanism for asset reconstruction was instituted. Here again, the
petitions challenging the action taken by the Banks under this Act flooded the tribunals. The IBC
is important in this regard because although it deals with insolvency, it provides a sort of a middle
path whereby the debtor saves his business while the creditor recovers his dues. This is exactly
what this book has achieved – a detailed study of these legislations in context of the prevailing
circumstances.

What makes this “Treatise on NPA Legislations” particularly interesting is the fact that it is
an all-encompassing book on NPA laws in India. The following paragraphs summarise the
preview of fifteen chapters of NPA Legislations in India.

The First Chapter (Recovering Debt in India: A Legislative Overview) explains the credit
transactions as contract between the creditor (bank) and debtor (borrower) on the terms mutually
agreed between them. The Indian Contract Act, 1872 regulates the law relating to indemnity,
guarantee, bailment and pledge. Similarly, the Transfer of Property Act regulates the various
kinds of mortgages, leases, exchanges, gift, charges and actionable claims. Also, the creditors can
avail summary suit under Section 37 of Code of Civil Procedure through which the aggrieved
party can enforce their rights when smaller amount of debts are involved. The parties prefer to
choose mediation platforms like existing Lok Adalats. The Lok Adalats witness a high number of
cases. The Recovery of Debt Due to Banks and Financial Institutions Act, 1993 (‘RDDBFI Act’)
established the Debt Recovery Tribunals (DRTs) and the Debt Recovery Appellate Tribunals
(DRATs). These tribunals were created with an objective of recovering bad debt effectively. The
RDDBFI Act was further strengthened after the enactment of Securitization and Reconstruction
of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act, 2002 (‘SARFAFESI Act’). The Act
provides banks and financial institutions to enforce security interest without judicial intervention.
The Second Chapter (Understanding Law and Economics in the Corporate World) deliberates
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upon the problem of principal-agency and asymmetric information. It can be regulated alongside
market participants to develop improved governance practices. The Third Chapter (Behavioural
Causes Behind: The Indian NPA Pile Up and Financial Crises) emphasizes the behavioural
research according to Prospect Theory which says that the prospect of losing something produces
a comparatively greater feeling of discomfort than the prospect of winning something of the same
amount. Therefore, a behavioural study can provide effective scrutiny and regulatory mechanism
over banks’ credit activities.

The Fourth Chapter is based on a case study of State Bank of India and Punjab National
Bank in relation to their NPAs. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 elucidate legislative and judicial interpretation
of ‘RDDBFI Act 1993’ and SARFAFESI Act, 2002. The Eighth Chapter discusses the salient
features of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 2016 and case laws pertaining to Insolvency and
Bankruptcy. The Ninth Chapter describes the economic efficiency of the Insolvency Bankruptcy
Code 2016 by comparing it to the Insolvency laws of US and UK. The Tenth Chapter describes
the efficiency analysis of the Cross-border Insolvency Regime. The Eleventh Chapter summarizes
the three legislations, namely, the RDDBFI Act, 1993, the SARFAESI Act, 2002 and the IBC,
2016 jointly and discusses the overall statutory interpretation of NPA Laws in India. The Twelfth
Chapter details the Comparative Analysis of Non-Performing Assets around the world by taking
examples of Germany, Ireland, Japan, Spain, South Korea and other countries in dealing with the
problem of NPAs.

The Thirteenth Chapter emphasizes the liability of Top-level Management as a solution for
NPA problem in India, in which the chapter stresses upon the issue of discretionary power of the
top-level management in sanctioning loans. So, there is a requirement of imposing adequate
liability for preventing misuse of discretionary power of CMD/CEO in dealing witth NPAs due to
the negligence of top management. The Fourteenth Chapter (Interplay of Insolvency Regime and
COVID-19) discusses the IBC ordinance and various circulars and guidelines issued by the RBI
and comprehend the overall effect of COVID-19 on the stakeholders involved and the economic
analysis of debt recovery legislations during COVID-19 emergency. The final Fifteenth Chapter
(The Deterrence Effect of IBC: A Forecast-based Analysis of the CIRP and the Liquidation
Process) emphasizes on intention and mandate of IBC to create a deterrent effect on the
prospective defaulters through the stringent enforcement mechanism. The chapter primarily deals
with sophisticated forecasting Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model in
dealing with CIRP and Liquidation Process from the time period 2017Q1 to 2019Q3 and forecasts
five quarters. It can, therefore, be said that the deterrent effect of IBC, as was envisaged, may not
have translated into the practical world.

Editing a book on ‘NPA Legislations in India’ was a challenging task. Summarizing the
NPA laws and judgements rendered by the Tribunals, NCLT, NCLAT, DRT, DRAT or other
forums in the various chapters requires adequate legal acumen. So, the efforts of all the
contributors are commendable and it is a joint effort of both editors and contributors as GNLU
NPA Legislations Research Group. It will definitely be going to benefit all the stakeholders – be
it the judges, lawyers, insolvency professionals, regulators or students.
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1. BACKGROUND

The credit system forms the backbone of any economy. Easy credit accessibility helps in
carrying out economic activities and start new entrepreneurial activities. Credit facility is also one
of the major sources of income for the financial institutions through which they create wealth in
the ecosystem. Just as extension of credit forms an integral part for the existence and growth of a
healthy economic ecosystem, so is the timely recovery of debts.

An economy that is plagued by an overgrowth in the default rate of loans has to bear with
multidimensional consequences on different fronts. Financial systems are threatened, payment
and system settlement mechanisms are at risk, banks face the peril of moving into insolvency and
the overall economy faces a downfall or a reduction in the growth rate. The default in the timely
payment of debt puts pressure on the financial institution’s assets to maintain its requisite
liquidity reserves. The financial institutions are required to devote most of their time and energy
on the mode of recovery rather than investing their resources on the core financial activities. The
default in a single credit transaction may not be fatal, yet an array of such defaults has the
potential to cause havoc on the economy. It is, therefore, necessary that there is in place a
mechanism for recovering debt effectively.

The importance of an effective debt recovery mechanism has been recognised since the
development of the credit mechanism in the human civilisation. Even the ancient Indian texts
have stated that importance of credit facility and timely repayment of the availed credit on the
economy of the state. The Vedic literature clearly discusses the obligation to repay the debt taken
by an individual. The word debt has a wider definition encompassing all kinds of benefit that has
been received, not just money. Accordingly, the individual has the obligation to repay to the
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source from which such benefit emanates. According to Mimansa,1 there exist three types of debts
in the life of every individual: devaruna (debt owed to God), rishiruna (debt owed to saints or
teachers) and pitruruna (debt owed to ancestors). Later on, a fourth category of debt was added to
this list, i.e., debt owed to the society. Although, it might seem to be philosophical in its nature,
yet the treatise contained a comprehensive guideline regarding the kinds of interest to be charged
upon different types of debts, the procedure for repayment, the time of maturity, modes of
recovery, instalments in which the debt shall be repaid, restructuring in cases of genuine difficulty
of the debtor, penalties and the priorities among the creditors.

Of late, India has seen an increase in the Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) volume. The NPAs
are a major concern for the banking system as a whole. The multiplier growth of NPAs may be
due to the long-term impact of global financial crisis (2008-10), European debt crisis (2010), and
Greece sovereign debt crisis. Furthermore, the financial institutes also faced problem of NPAs
divestment.2 So, there is a possibility to develop an efficient secondary NPAs market for
streamlining the NPAs transaction. This can send early warning signals for handling upcoming
concert regulatory steps to moderate the concern.3

The modalities of repaying the debt need to be specified explicitly so that the rights of the
creditors are protected and the repayment of the availed credit takes place in a smooth and timely
manner. It is also important that the penalties of each of the transacting parties are defined so that
both parties can assess their positions regarding cooperation and default. A higher penalty on
default shall induce the parties to cooperate which shall create a surplus not only for the parties
but also for the society. A legislative framework that induces the debtor to repay the debt
voluntarily is better off than the creditor being in the position of chasing the debtor for the default.
The debt recovery mechanism, being governed primarily by the statutory provisions, must focus
on ease of recovery and the need for preventing disruptions to the economic stability of the
country.

Thus, it is important that there exist an efficient legislative framework to have an effective
debt recovery mechanism.

2. GENERAL LAWS FOR DEBT RECOVERY

Availing credit usually takes place as a consequence of an understanding between the
creditor and debtor. This understanding is usually formalized in the form of a contract. This
contract although must be in writing for future use, yet it may also be oral in nature. The Indian
Contract Act recognizes both oral and written contracts. Thus, the contract law of the country
becomes the mother legislation for debt recovery in every jurisdiction. The specialized
legislations for debt recovery emanates from the contract law only as the default in repayment is
nothing but a breach of the provisions of the contract. The penalty that is imposed for such breach
may vary. However, in simple terms, a credit transaction is a contract entered into between the
creditor and the debtor on the terms that are mutually agreed upon between them.

1 Shalini Dixit, Ancient Indian Attitude Towards Money Lending in Brahmanical Literature, 73 Proceedings of the Indian
History Congress 95, 102 (2012).

2 Delloite, Is the French Non-performing Loan Market Ready for Growth? Delloite (December 2018),
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/uk/Documents/corporate-finance/deloitte-uk-deleveraging-europe-
focus-on-france-dec-2018.pdf (last visited 28 April 2020).

3 Ernst & Young, Untapped Potential Investing in the French Non-performing Loan Market Ernest & Young (2019)
https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-france-npl-thought-leadership/$File/ey-france-npl-thought-
leadership.pdf (last visited 24 August 2019).
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The Indian Contract Act not only defines a contract and its pre-requisites but also defines the
breach of contract, the consequences of such breach, obligations of the parties, a contract of
indemnity, a contract of guarantee, bailment, pledge, agency etc. Apart from the specialized forms
of availing credit under the Indian Contract Act, the general provisions are also important for debt
recovery. Chapter IV of the Act deals with exclusively performance of contracts. It states the
obligations of the parties, time and place of performance and the manner in which it must be
performed. The Act also imbibes within it and states that no party shall be allowed to appropriate
the benefits under the contract without the reciprocal performance of the contract. As such it
imposes the liabilities available under a valid contract to such transactions that may not be entered
into as a contract but resembles to a contract. The Act imposes liability to the party that breaches
any contractual provision. It states that the breaching party must make good the loss incurred by
the other party, due to the breach, by paying compensation. The compensation may be agreed
upon in the contractual terms or it may be decided by the courts.

The Act regulates the law relating to indemnity, guarantee, bailment and pledge. It stipulates
the liability of the surety, the events that discharge the surety from its obligations, the rights of the
surety, and the revocation of any surety that has been provided. For any guarantee provided in any
credit transaction and the consequent default by the debtor, the creditor has to take refuge in this
law for recovering his debt against the surety. Similarly, pledge is another transaction through
which a debtor can avail credit. Under a pledge transaction, the pledger pledges any good with the
pledgee for securing any debt. Thus, the collateral in this transaction is a movable property. The
pledgee has the right to retain the goods pledged with him till the pledger repays the credit availed.
On default by the pledger, the pledgee has the right to even sell the collateral to realize the debt.
Although not governed explicitly by the provisions of Indian Contract Act, yet these provisions
provide a guiding light for hypothecation transactions as well.

Regarding the immovable property, the general law governing it is the Transfer of Property
Act. The Act governs not only the different kinds of mortgages but also leases, exchanges, gifts,
charges and actionable claims. The Act stipulates the rights and obligations of the mortgagor and
the mortgagee. It also states that the mortgagee has the right to sell the mortgaged property under
certain situations stipulated under Section 69. The Act mentions the ways in which the mortgagee
can recover the debt from the mortgagor in case there is a default. In usufructuary mortgages, the
mortgagee can even retain the possession and make use of the property so mortgaged till the debt
is fully discharged. The provisions governing mortgages also apply to such situations wherein any
charge is created upon any immovable property for securing a debt other than by way of mortgage.
Thus, these provisions are the mother provisions governing the law regarding credit transactions
in which an immovable property is placed as collateral. Although, it cannot be used directly for
recovery of debts, yet depending upon the nature of the agreements, the creditors can seek the
remedy of specific performance to induce the debtor to perform the agreed covenants. This may
help to maintain the value of the collateral and reduce the risk of default. Criminal liability can
also be imposed against the defaulter under the Indian Penal Code. Apart from these laws,
another important law in these transactions is the Negotiable Instrument Act. Most of the
disbursements and repayments happen through one of the negotiable instruments.

The creditor can also file a summary suit under Order 37 of Code of Civil Procedure. A
summary suit is faster than other civil suits and the aggrieved party can enforce their rights more
effectively. This remedy is used for recovering debts that are smaller in their amount. Such a debt
must be incurred under a written agreement or an enactment or a guarantee. Under a summary suit,
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the defendant needs to get the leave of the court to defend the suit. However, the plaintiff must be
able to show sufficient proof that it meets the pre-requisites under Order 37 and the reliefs sought
in the plaint can be provided under Order 37. The Court can pass ex-parte orders and the
defendant needs to show special circumstances to set aside the decree. This category of cases
prevents unnecessary delays in the adjudication process and helps in expeditious disposal of the
cases. In these cases, on the evidence produced by the plaintiff, the defendant usually has no
defense and the plaintiff is entitled to a decree right away. This is provided to protect the interest
of the commercial nature of the underlying transactions.

Apart from these formal court-based methods, certain other ways have also been provided.
One of such methods is provided under the Arbitration and Conciliation Act. This Act provides
for alternate mechanism for resolving the disputes without going into the court mechanisms. For
initiating an arbitration proceeding, the parties need to have a written agreement. It can even be a
part of the loan documents. The parties are at liberty to choose the arbitrator and the governing
law. This provides autonomy to the parties to be in charge of the dispute resolution mechanism.
Another way is the Lok Adalats. This is a mediation platform. It is one of the most preferred ways
of recovering debt. The forum witnesses a high number of cases being referred for resolution as
well as recovering the debts.

3. EVOLUTION OF THE DEBT RECOVERY LEGISLATIONS

Although there had been laws regulating the credit relationship and debt recovery in India, a
need was felt that the banks and the financial institutions must be provided with some specialised
laws and mechanism which empowers them to strictly enforce the loan agreements. At the same
time, default on the debt amount became increasingly alarming requiring an intervention from the
legislature so that the economy of the state can be protected. The first step taken in this regard in
India was the enactment of the Recovery of Debt Due to Banks and Financial Institutions Act,
1993 (‘RDDBFI Act’). This Act was enacted to empower the banks and the financial institutions
to recover debt from the defaulters without going through the formal court procedures. In its place,
Debt Recovery Tribunals (‘DRTs’) and Debt Recovery Appellate Tribunals (‘DRATs’) were
created. The Act, by laying the foundation for establishing DRTs and DRATs in India, envisaged
that a step was taken for fulfilling the specific objective of providing expeditious adjudication and
recovery of debts due to banks and financial institutions. These Tribunals were created with the
objective of recovering bad debt quickly and efficiently. DRT has powers to grant injunctions
against the disposal, transfer or creation of third party interest by debtors in the properties charged
to the creditor and to pass attachment orders in respect of charged properties. The DRT can
regulate its own procedure and is not governed by the Code of Civil Procedure or the Evidence
Act. This is done to expedite the adjudication procedure. They are empowered to sell the assets of
the debtor companies and forward the proceeds to the winding-up court for distribution among the
lenders. The RDDBFI Act bars the jurisdiction of civil courts from entertaining any case for
recovery of debt for any bank or financial institution. Thus, the whole burden is transferred to
these Tribunals. However, it does not bar the writ jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and the High
Courts. The DRATs have the power to review the judgment given by the DRTs and they sit in
appeal against these orders. On the recovery front too, the Act specified the modes and methods.
The Recovery Officers can attach and sell properties, take possession over the property over
which security interest was created, arrest the defaulter, appoint receivers and so on.
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The next major legislative step taken for developing the debt recovery mechanism in India
was the enactment of Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of
Security Interest Act, 2002 (‘SARFAESI Act’). The Act envisaged providing an intervention-free
regime for recovery of debts. It provides three mechanisms for debt recovery, namely,
securitisation, reconstruction and enforcement of security interest. Securitisation has been defined
to mean the acquisition of the secured assets by the Asset Reconstruction Companies (‘ARCs’).
The ARCs are recognised as a tool for securitisation in India for the first time under the
SARFAESI Act. The banks and the financial institutions, after classifying any account as a NPA,
can transfer it to the ARCs at a discounted price. The ARCs can pay for the NPA so transferred to
it either out of its own fund or through the issue of security receipts. Once the NPA is transferred,
it shall be managed and the amount defaulted shall be recovered by the ARCs. The ARC is
usually formed by the members who are experts in the field of finance and debt recovery. The
banks and the financial institutions need not take the burden anymore. It is removed from the
books of account as well. Thus, after the transfer, the ARC enters into the shoes of the banks and
the financial institutions. The credit relation as such is not affected, it is only substituted. The
debtor still owes the debt amount. The ARCs, apart from performing securitisation and
reconstruction activities, can also act as manager, agent, or receiver for any bank. Regarding
security interest enforcement, the Act provides that the banks and the financial institutions can
enforce their security interest without necessarily approaching the judicial authorities. The
secured creditor after giving a proper notice can take over the possession of the secured asset. In
case of corporate debtor, the secured creditor can even take over the management of such
corporate debtor. The secured asset can also be leased, assigned or sold for realising the debt
amount. For enforcing the security interest, the secured creditor can seek the assistance of the
district magistrate. Another important change brought about by the SARFAESI Act is the creation
of an information repository, the Central Registry for Securitisation Asset Reconstruction and
Security Interest. This Registry acts as an online repository of the security interests that have been
created over any property. This is an attempt to reduce the information asymmetry that was
present in the mortgage sector and was hampering the credit realisation of the banks and the
financial institutions.

Another important legislation on corporate debt is the Sick Industrial Companies (Special
Provisions) Act. The Act defines a sick company and a potentially sick company. It defines a sick
company as a company whose net worth has eroded. For resolving a sick company and reviving it,
the Act created two authorities, the Board for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction and the
Appellate Authority for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction.

The most recent addition to the list is the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (‘IBC’). The
Code provides the mechanism for initiating corporate insolvency resolution as well as liquidation
of the corporate and other incorporated bodies. The personal insolvency is still governed by the
Presidency Towns Insolvency Act and the Provisional Insolvency Act. The IBC also has
provisions covering personal insolvency but these provisions have not been enforced till date.
Under the IBC, three categories of persons are allowed to initiate an insolvency process against a
corporate, namely, financial creditors, operational creditors and the corporate debtor itself. The
Code prescribes different prerequisites for each category to bring in a claim of insolvency. The
striking novelty brought in by the IBC is the fixed time period within which the insolvency
resolution process should be completed. If this is not adhered to, the debtor shall proceed into
liquidation. In addition, once the application is accepted, a moratorium is put on place. The
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resolution process is carried out by a resolution professional who acts under the guidance and
approval of the committee of creditors consisting of the financial creditors. The committee of
creditors function through a majority decision of sixty-six percentage. Any resolution plan that is
received by the resolution professional must first be approved by the committee of creditors and
then by the adjudicating authority. The process is, therefore, placed under an expert professional
who is acquainted with the process and the requirements that can facilitate resolution of the
corporate debtor. If the resolution professional fails to come up with any resolution plan or if the
adjudicating authority rejects it, the corporate debtor enters into liquidation. The liquidator
collects the assets of the corporate debtor and forms the liquidation estate. Once the liquidation
estate is disposed of, the proceeds are distributed among all the creditors, according to the priority
of the creditors that is well-defined in IBC. One significant change made in this priority scheme is
that the governmental dues are placed at a lower stage.

With all these laws in place, it becomes pertinent to understand what has been the experience
of the Indian banks and financial institutions regarding their debt recovery and the lags of the
existing legal framework.

4. INDIAN EXPERIENCE WITH DEBT RECOVERY

Although a variety of mechanisms have been discussed in the preceding sections, yet
regarding insolvency and the percentage of recovery in India, the most prominently used forums
are the DRTs, DRATs, NCLTs, NCLATs, and the Lok Adalats. Numerous studies have been
made on the efficacy of the functioning of the RDDBFI Act, the SARFAESI Act and the IBC.
Interestingly, Lok Adalats have also emerged as one of the most prominent and most frequently
used forum for recovering debts.

The DRTs that were established under the RDDBFI Act were thought to be the catalysts in
the debt recovery process. The jurisdiction of the civil courts was barred as these forums were
conceived as a faster adjudication mechanism. However, the functioning of the DRTs was a
disappointment as they failed to deal with the cases within the stipulated timeframe. They were
taking way more time than what had been thought of. Some of the reasons for the delay in the
adjudication process include the constitution of the Tribunal, adoption of the civil court procedure,
frequent adjournments, lack of mandatory time-limit for disposing of cases, frequent interference
of the courts, and lack of proper enforcement mechanism for the decree passed by the Tribunal
and so on.4 The result of these drawbacks is that there is a considerable amount of delay in the
recovery of debt by the banks. Consequently, banks are required to make provisions against such
bad debts. In a way, it nullifies the regulatory process that was sought to be established by the Act.

In the backdrop of the drawbacks of the RDDBFI Act and to correct the same, the legislature
came up with the SARFAESI Act. This Act introduced the intervention-free regime in India for
debt recovery by banks. The Act, like the previous one, was not successful in ensuring the
disposal of bad loans in a timely manner. The intervention-free mechanism, in fact, led to more
intervention as the discretionary powers of the banks in giving notice and seeking to enforce
security was challenged before the judicial authorities. This was possible because the legislation
did not provide any threshold either for the discretionary powers or for approaching the courts of
law.5 The ARC mechanism did not turn out to be a game-changer as the banks transferring their

4 CUTS International, Regulatory Impact Assessment in Indian Financial Sector: Improving Debt Recovery, CUTS-
CCIER (February 2016) https://cuts-ccier.org/pdf/Research_Report_in_Banking_Sector.pdf (last visited Jan. 24, 2020).

5 Id.
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debts were still required to make provisions for the same.6 Moreover, in the absence of a market
for trading the Security Receipts, it was limited to a few players who were accustomed to the
game. It, therefore, becomes difficult for the ARCs to generate enough funds for acquiring the
NPAs.

The IBC is the recent addition to the list of legislations that provide for debt recovery in
India. The IBC provides for a time-bound insolvency process. In case, the insolvency process
fails, liquidation of the corporate entity shall take place. It has been observed that the IBC has
resulted in more liquidation than insolvency resolution. As per the data available with the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India as on December 2019, only 190 applications have
been closed by resolution, whereas 780 cases have been closed by liquidation.7 Cross-border
insolvency is another area where the IBC lacks. The IBC being relatively new is still evolving and
one needs to observe the changes that have been brought in so as to ascertain the functioning of it.
It can, therefore, be said that debt recovery in India is still a lethargic process.

Various studies on the efficiency of the judicial process in the debt recovery process have
been undertaken by different researchers and research associations. A study on understanding
judicial delays in DRTs emphasises an advanced understanding of the cost and benefit of delay in
recovery debts. It relies on the principles of economics and then employs public administration
approach which shall certainly improve debt tribunal recovery process.8 Further, research has
been undertaken to assess the regulatory impact of primary legislation in the banking sector,
emphasising on NPA laws in India. They have proposed the net costs and benefits of the
alternatives based on this impact assessment.9 Furthermore, a study10 on National Company Law
Tribunal (‘NCLT’) orders passed between December 2016 and May 2017 in the insolvency cases
under new Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 2016 (‘IBC’) regime had identified that the IBC has
made a structural change in the stakeholders, which are creating new gaps in the IBC regime.

The correlation between the various debt recovery tools and the NPA statistics has also been
analysed. It was observed in the study11 that there is a strong positive correlation between the
Gross NPA values and the debt recovery tools. Another study12 was carried out on the efficacy of
DRTs in India under the RDDBFI Act and the SARFAESI Act. The study focused on the
functioning of all the benches of DRTs and their efficiency in disposing of NPA cases. It was
concluded that the Gross NPA values and the Net NPA values have increased in the post-
SARFAESI period than in the pre-SARFAESI period. The SARFAESI Act has provided
adjudicating authority to banks with regard to the enforcement of security without any court
intervention. So, it is perceived that the SARFAESI Act is a very stringent law. However, there
are issues related to enforcement and overlapping of multiple legislations. The mechanism

6 Guidelines on Sale of Stressed Assets by Banks, RBI (Sept. 01, 2016)
https://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/notification/PDFs/CIR563104EA2E56CC4305844C469BB753331C.PDF (last visited
Jan. 24, 2020).

7 The Quarterly Newsletter of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India, IBBI (2019)
https://www.ibbi.gov.in/uploads/publication/62a9cc46d6a96690e4c8a3c9ee3ab862.pdf (last visited Jan. 24, 2020).

8 Prasanth V. Regy and Shubho Roy, Understanding Judicial Delays in Debt Tribunals, (National Institute of Public
Finance and Policy, Working Papers 17/208, 2017).

9 CUTS International, supra note 4.
10 Shreyan Chatterjee, Gausia Shaikh and Bargavi Zaveri, Watching India’s Insolvency Reforms: A New Dataset of

Insolvency Cases, (Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research, WP-2017-012, 2016).
11 Thakkar et al., Interrelationship between Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) and the Debt Recovery Tools in India, 22

Think India Journal (Special Issue: Indian Economic Association) 83 (2019).
12 Id.
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developed for the recovery of debt is not translated into practice. There have been implementation
defects and flaws leading to a sub-optimal level of debt recovery. This has negated the objective
behind the enactment of these legislations.13

Another study concludes that the rising cases of NPAs cannot be attributed to the priority
sector lending. In fact, it identifies that the problem of Non-Priority Sector NPAs is comparatively
higher than the priority sector. This has questioned the innovative way to resolve the problems of
NPAs; such as Strategic Debt Restructuring (SDR) or Corporate Debt Restructuring (CDR).
There are shreds of evidence that such schemes have triggered NPAs in Non-Priority Sector
Public Sector Banks. According to the study, number of cases have been referred are higher in
Lok Adalats, then SARFAESI Act and DRT; standard deviation has also seen a similar pattern.
With regard to the amount involved and the amount recovered in both categories, it is higher in
SARFAESI Act, then DRT and then Lok Adalats. This suggests that there is a general tendency to
refer cases to the Lok Adalats. It can either mean that the debtors are trying to forum shop in
order to buy time or there is a general tendency for the debtors to flex the muscles of the creditors
to come to the negotiation table and settle the dispute for a lower price. However, the efficacy of
Lok Adalats in the actual recovery is not quite impressive. This indicates that the banks may want
to fight it out.14

During the initial year (2003 to 2006), the amount recovered was higher from DRT,
subsequently Lok Adalats and SARFAESI Act. However, the trends have changed from 2007
onwards, where the amount recovered through the SARFAESI Act > DRT > Lok Adalat. This
pattern was continued until 2019. However, there was a significant decrease in the amount
recovered through the SARFAESI Act from 2014-15 to 2015-16. However, the SARFESI Act
recovered amount surpassed DRT and Lok Adalat as reflected in the above figure. This shows
that the innovativeness of a new tool tends to increase the recovery process. But with the passage
of time, the tool and its effectiveness diminished. It happens due to the repeated game theory
where the other party is aware of the actions that the first party may take on the occurrence of any
specified event. This helps the other party in framing his strategies accordingly to obtain the
maximum gain.

The IBC although has been a game-changer in the field, yet most of the cases have ended up
with liquidation rather than resolution. This is due the time constraints that have been placed in
the resolution process. Another area that the IBC needs to focus upon is on the cross-border
insolvency cases. There has not been a comprehensive methodology or procedure in place to
guide the cross-border insolvency process. A more detailed and up-to-date law on personal
insolvency is also the need of the hour.

5. FRENCH EXPERIENCE: DEBTOR VERSUS CREDITOR

There are two models for recovery of debt, first, the debtor in control and second, creditor in
possession. For example, in UK and India, it is the latter, which is creditor centric model.
Whereas US and France follow the debtor in control, where due rights are given to debtor in
recovery process. French recovery data suggest that the recovery of debts take more than two

13 Thakkar, H., Rami, G. & Sarmah, P. P., Efficacy of Debt Recovery Legislations: An Indian Experience, 62 Artha
Vijnana, 1 (2020).

14 Thakkar et al., ‘Legislative Framework to Tackle Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) in India: A Law and Economic
Analysis’ in the ‘5th International Conference on Law and Economics’ organized in association with Indian Association
of Law and Economics at Indian Institute of Management Bengaluru (28-29 December, 2019).
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years for the mortgage-backed assets. However, for SMEs/company legal proceedings, it lasts
between four to ten years.

In France, the debtor in control recovery mechanism is based on restructuring. Otherwise, it
may result into compulsory liquidation. So, in this framework, debtor will submit the application
for restructuring to Banque de France. If application is eligible, it is examined by commission
(Banque de France) for appropriate procedures. If restructuring is possible, it undertakes an
appropriate recovery plan. If there is failure of restructuring, the authorities go for debt collection,
debt suspension and moratorium, partial write-off, reduction of balance debtor’s obligations. If
there is no financial solution possible, then there are two possibilities, firstly, the Procedure de
Retablissement Personnel (PRP) without compulsory liquidation where debt write-off
recommended by the commission. And secondly, Procedure de Restablissment Personnel (PRP)
with compulsory liquidation. If debtor approves then standard procedure, otherwise, compulsory
liquidation by court or foreclosure of PRP. The French legal system does provide insolvency
proceeding with two alternatives, firstly out of court agreement and secondly, insolvency with
judicial intervention. In case failure of out-of-court agreement, the insolvent company has the
possibility of judicial proceedings.15 Thus, the French Financial System addresses the concerns of
creditors (Banks/Financial institutions) and debtors (SMEs/Companies). The effectiveness of
dispute resolution via ‘out-of-court agreement’ and ‘judicial intervention’ in case of insolvency
depend upon nature and quality of asset.

6. CONCLUSION

The banks’ circular flow transaction depends upon the performing loans. If NPAs have been
triggered due to business cycle, market risk or externalities, it needs to be addressed through the
appropriate macroeconomic policies. The externalities have to be addressed through a robust NPA
Legislations. In India, numerous steps have been undertaken to help the banks and the financial
institutions to recover their debts in time. This is done to assist the banks in maintaining their cash
flows and help them recover. A bank with a higher share of NPAs poses threat to the entire
financial system of the country. There is, therefore, a need to contain the problem at the earliest.
The problem plaguing the India financial system is the inability to enforce the contracts. As a
result, new innovative measures are needed to be undertaken to impose costs upon the defaulters.
However, once the defaulters become aware of the loopholes, as a result of repeated game theory,
the banks start to lose out. There is, therefore, a need to make suitable changes to the legislative
framework itself that shall prevent the defaulters from appropriating from the game. In other
words, the game should be changed to a co-operative one rather than an appropriating one. This
may be done through better enforcement mechanisms and imposing costs on the default.
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